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WELCOME TO OUR
SIXTH FORM
Thank you for considering Fakenham
Sixth Form for your Further Education.
Fakenham Sixth Form has successfully
provided post-16 education in North
Norfolk for many years. We offer courses
that suit students of a wide range of
abilities and interests. Fakenham Sixth
Form offers a dynamic and stimulating
community with an emphasis on
participation and academic achievement.
Our students make exceptional progress
due to high quality teaching, excellent
relationships between staff and students
and the high level of individual support
offered. Our enrichment programme
offers students the opportunity to
develop their interests and talents
beyond the classroom.
Student achievement and progress
are good at Fakenham Sixth Form as
a result of teachers demonstrating
high expectations. The staff’s excellent

subject knowledge results in confident,
self-assured learners who are provided
with the skills to assess their own
progress. Extra-curricular and leadership
opportunities enable students to develop
resilience and independence, preparing
them for future success in their
next steps
We attract students from a wide range
of schools throughout north Norfolk
and further afield. Applicants will find
it helpful to visit the Sixth Form during
term time. This will enable them to meet
staff and existing students, to observe
lessons and to learn more about the
wider aspects of Sixth Form life.
You are always welcome to visit the Sixth
Form, please contact Chris Howard to
arrange a visit on 01328 857012 or email
sixthform@fakenhamacademy.org
We look forward to meeting you.
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EDITH STEWART
Why did I choose Fakenham Sixth Form?

As someone who thrives in small but ambitious
environments, Fakenham emerged as the perfect choice.
It is academic, supportive and has a friendly atmosphere.
Coming from a different high school was difficult at first,
but I soon settled into the more independent structure
and dynamic of sixth form life.

What I value about Fakenham Sixth Form:

Due to the size of the Sixth Form, the number of students
in each class is generally small. This means that there is a
greater focus from teachers and it also limits distractions.
The staff are very caring and the relationship between
students and teachers is excellent - you can talk to any
of them about anything and they will help wherever
possible.

Plans for the future:

I am aiming to study at a Russell Group or Oxbridge
university, preferably Cambridge. Learning about the
Wars of the Roses at Fakenham has further inspired
me to apply for a History degree course, then hopefully
complete a Doctorate in medieval studies. I am also
passionate about creative writing, having had a piece
of writing published recently and poems I wrote for the
Young Norfolk Writing Competition receiving the Highly
Commended award for the second year running. This
has led me to consider journalism as a career choice. I
cannot recommend Fakenham Sixth Form highly enough.
It has increased my confidence to work independently
and shaped my future plans. I’m sure you will be just as
inspired if you choose to study here.
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FACILITIES

OUR AIMS

In addition to general teaching rooms, the site’s facilities, which are for the
exclusive use of Sixth Form students include an Art and Photography room,
two multi-media teaching rooms with recording and editing facilities; a learning
resource centre with access to computers and a library, an ICT room and a lively
cafeteria. Students also have access to Science labs, Textile and Music rooms.

Fakenham Sixth Form has key aims that
we believe are at the heart of student
achievement. In partnership with parents
we aim to:
• promote the development of
students’ abilities through a balanced,
coherent, comprehensive curriculum,
appropriate to their needs;
• ensure all students are offered equal
opportunities to develop their potential
throughout the Sixth Form;
• develop positive personal qualities,
sensitivity to the needs of others, and
the ability to achieve sound personal
relationships;
• value students as individuals
and members of the Sixth Form
community, and prepare them to
make a positive contribution to adult
life at work and leisure in a rapidly
changing society;
• monitor individual student progress
from entry to departure against
objective measures of academic
potential, offering intervention,
support and counselling throughout
that time.
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A MENTORING SYSTEM
THAT REALLY WORKS
Student feedback is an extremely
important source of information,
indicating to staff both the
strengths of Sixth Form life and
how it may be improved. One
aspect that students always
comment on is how much they
value the mentoring system.
Students at Fakenham Sixth
Form are fortunate to benefit not
only from the significant impact
of subject tutors but also from
personal mentoring by a team of
experienced staff.
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At the beginning of Year 12 each
student is assigned a mentor
who will work with them and
guide them through their studies.
The mentors and Sixth Form
Managers advise and direct
students on all aspects of making
an application to university
through UCAS. In addition to
supporting youngsters with
university applications, the Sixth
Form also make strong provision
for these students with other
plans such as apprenticeships and
employment.

STUDENT
SUPPORT
Fakenham Sixth Form is unusual and extremely
fortunate in employing a dedicated Student
Support Tutor. All students are required
to attend a weekly tutorial lesson which
supports the transition to advanced level
study and progression to university, training or
employment. A wide range of topics provides
students with the opportunity to keep up to
date with current affairs and consider their own
role in the wider world community. In addition,
students reflect and explore ways in which to
maintain their own health and wellbeing.

LEARNING
SUPPORT

FINANCIAL
SUPPORT

Students are offered additional
support with their studies. Students
may be supported in class to enable
full access to the curriculum whilst
others are given the opportunity to
work individually with the Sixth Form
Support Tutor.

16 – 19 Bursary Fund
If students are in one of the following
groups, they may receive a bursary of
£1,200 a year:

All staff are kept informed about
students’ special educational needs
and given advice about appropriate
strategies for support in lessons.
All students with Education, Health
and Care Plans have an annual review
in line with statutory requirements
which parents are encouraged
to attend.

• In care or a care leaver, or are an
unaccompanied asylum-seeking child.
• Claiming Income Support (or Universal
Credit (UC)) in their own name.
• Disabled and receiving both Disability
Living Allowance (or the new
Personal Independent Payments) and
Employment Support Allowance (ESA)
(or Universal Credit as a replacement
for ESA).

TRANSPORT
Buses
Norfolk County Council provides
concessionary transport to and
from Sixth Form for those students
who live in the catchment area.
For details on matters relating
to transport, please contact the
Passenger Transport Unit on 0344
800 8003 or visit www.norfolk.gov.
uk/post16transport
MOTORCYCLES AND CARS
There is parking available on site for
students who have been issued with
a permit.

Students with parents on low incomes
may be eligible for help from a
discretionary fund with costs such as
transport, equipment and study trips. For
more information or an application form
contact the Sixth Form Administration
Office on 01328 857012 or email
sixthform@fakenhamacademy.org
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A LEVEL / BTEC EXAM RESULTS
Subject

*2021
A* – C%

*2020
A* – C%

2019
A* – C%

Subject

*2021
A* – C%

*2020
A* – C%

2019
A* – C%

Art & Design

100%

90%

33%

Geography

75%

79%

90%

Art & Design
Photography

100%

75%

80%

Health & Social Care

100%

100%

86%

History

75%

60%

90%

Biology

100%

50%

75%

ICT

100%

100%

100%

Business

93%

68%

46%

Mathematics

100%

100%

69%

Chemistry

100%

78%

70%

Media Studies

80%

64%

50%

Core Maths

50%

N/A

N/A

Philosophy & Ethics

100%

100%

78%

Drama

100%

100%

33%

Physics

60%

57%

67%

English Language

100%

100%

100%

Psychology

85%

78%

50%

English Literature

100%

100%

100%

Sociology

63%

77%

73%

Extended Project

100%

100%

100%

Sports Studies

100%

100%

100%

Film Studies

60%

58%

78%

Textiles

100%

100%

33%

French

0

100%

100%

Overall Pass Rate

100%

100%

100%

Further Mathematics

75%

100%

100%

Overall A* – C

88%

79%

73%

*Centre Assessed Grades
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DESTINATIONS 2021
University

Studying

University

Studying

University of Nottingham

Pharmacy

University of Hertfordshire

Early Childhood Education

University of East Anglia

Culture, Literature and Politics

University of Exeter

University of East Anglia

Film and Television Studies with a Foundation Year

De Montfort University

Business Management

Nottingham Trent University

Conservation Biology and Ecology with
Professional Placement
Audio and Music Technology (Access Norwich)

Swansea University

Physics

Nottingham Trent University

Zoo Biology

University of Essex

Childhood Studies

City College Norwich

Catering Course

University of Essex

Sociology and Criminology

University of Derby

Civil Engineering with Foundation Year

Management Apprenticeship
University of Bolton

Computing with Foundation Year

Nottingham Trent University

Law with Criminology

Staffordshire University

Sports Coaching

University of York

Biomedical Sciences

University of Sheffield

Sociology and Criminology

University of East Anglia

Adult Nursing

City College Norwich

Catering Course

Easton College

Veterinary Nursing

Bangor University

Psychology with Forensic Psychology

University of East Anglia

Computer Graphics, Imaging and Multi Media

University of Bath

Pharmacology

University of East Anglia

Sociology

Canterbury Christ Church
University
University of East Anglia

Biology

University of East Anglia

Developmental Psychology

University of Leicester

Geography

University of Lincoln

Technical Theatre and Stage Management

Biological Sciences with a Year in Industry

University of East Anglia

Media Studies

Anglia Ruskin University

Psychology with Clinical Psychology

Loughborough University

Chemical Engineering

Loughborough College

Hair and Beauty course

York St John University

Fashion Marketing with Placement Year

Anglia Ruskin University

Psychology

Academic Year in Preston for
Priesthood
Access Creative College Norwich
Nottingham Trent University

Design

The University of Manchester

Psychology

College of West Anglia

Games Design

University of East Anglia

Drama and Creative Writing

University of East Anglia
University of Warwick

Pharmacology and Drug Discovery with
Foundation Year
Mathematics

Norwich University of the Arts

Animation

University of Lincoln

Criminology and Sociology

Students gaining apprenticeship

Four

Students gaining Employment

Eleven

Students taking a gap year

Four
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CURRICULUM
ENRICHMENT
Universities and employers look for
achievements and involvement beyond
the normal timetable and we are
committed to providing a variety of
enrichment activities.
There are opportunities to gain further
qualifications through enrichment
activities, for example by taking a course
in sign language or First Aid. Students
are encouraged to participate in the Duke
of Edinburgh Gold Award Scheme and
National Citizens Service. Many students
have taken part in recent trips to Berlin,
Rome and Krakow (Auschwitz). In Year
12 all students are required to complete
work experience. All students have the
opportunity to participate in sporting and
other recreational opportunities every
Wednesday afternoon.

theatrical performances including, most
recently, sell-out productions of Joseph,
Our House, Bugsy Malone, Return to
the Forbidden Planet and High School
Musical.

The Sixth Form has a strong musical
tradition. Significant numbers of Sixth
Form students join the Choir and
Band. They are also heavily involved in

Other activities focus on voluntary
contributions within the community and
local organisations provide a diverse
range of opportunities for Sixth Form
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students including the Hawk and Owl
Trust; local Primary and Secondary
Schools; Pensthorpe Wildfowl Trust,
Amnesty International, North Norfolk
Youth Advisory Board, Police and
Crime Commissioner’s Office and the
Fakenham Area Conservation Team.
The activities and opportunities vary
slightly from year to year.
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COURSES
LEVEL 3
Fakenham Sixth Form offers a varied
range of level 3 courses. Ideally students
will have gained at least five GCSEs at
grade 5 or above for Level 3 courses.
However, students with five grade 4s
or above will also be considered. We
encourage students to commence four
subjects in Year 12 and to continue and
complete three of these in Year 13.
Choosing the right subjects depends on
several factors. Students should discuss
these fully with tutors, parents, guidance
advisers and with Sixth Form staff.
Individual courses offered will run subject
to sufficient student recruitment.
Most employers and Higher Education
expect students to have achieved at least
a grade 4 in both English Language and
Mathematics at GCSE.
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Students without a grade 4 in these
subjects are required to retake the GCSE
in their first year at Sixth Form. We
recommend that students should work
hard to achieve the appropriate grades
in Year 11 to avoid any delay by having
to complete GCSE examinations in the
Sixth Form.

JONAS BECK
Why did I choose Fakenham Sixth Form?
After having looked at several Sixth Forms and
Colleges, I decided to come to Fakenham because
the staff are friendly and achieve success, both
academically and personally, helping students.
What I value about Fakenham Sixth Form:
I value the freedom that students are given which
gives them space to grow but still holds the structure
to support them. As well as this I have appreciated
the support that I have had from the Sixth Form during
the Covid 19 pandemic. There have not been many
chances for external events, but despite this the Sixth
Form Team have done their best to support us, giving
us the chances we need as well as keeping us safe.
Plans for the future:
I am hoping to either become a pilot or study
aeronautics either through commercial or military
opportunities. From there I would like to go on to do
astronautics and space exploration. Before Sixth Form I
was unsure of how to progress but since joining I have
explored different career pathways in more depth and
am finding the best route for me.

13
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ART & DESIGN: FINE ART
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
This course will suit students who
are creative and imaginative. Subject
requirements are a grade 4 or above at
GCSE Art and Design or by portfolio.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
Students work in a broad range of media
and techniques, to experiment with
ideas and develop personal directions.
They will gain an understanding of the
work of other artists/designers from
both observations and primary sources.
Students learn to work independently
and to document from secondary source
material.
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
Assessment is judged by a combination
of two components, Component 1:
personal investigation and Component 2:
externally Set Assignment.
Coursework consists of a personal
investigation, where year 1 students will
explore a range of materials, develop a

A Level

broad range of skills, refine and record
ideas and present a personal response.
Students will also research artists and
their work, reflecting on work critically
with written analysis.

WHERE NEXT?
The course can lead either to
employment, apprenticeships or higher
education courses in art or non-related
courses.

Through the second year students
will continue to produce a portfolio of
coursework, together with a related
personal study of up to 3000 words. This
places their work within an historical and/
or contemporary context and must be in
an essay format. Coursework counts for
60% of their A level, with 12% of marks
given to the essay.

AQA A Level 7202
QAN 601/4456/7

During the second year students will
also complete an exam, Externally Set
Assignment (ESA). This component is
worth 40% of your A level. It requires
students to produce preparatory studies
and personal outcome(s) based on a
theme set by Edexcel. The theme will
be released to them in February of their
final year. Students will have 15 hours
to produce their personal outcome or
outcomes.
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BIOLOGY

A Level

WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Students need to have knowledge of
Biology either as a single GCSE subject
or as part of a GCSE Science course.
Students should have gained at least a
grade 5 in GCSE Maths and 6 in Biology
or a grade 6-6 in Combined Science.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
The syllabus puts great emphasis on
the practical applications of Biology and
encourages an understanding of the
ethical, economic and environmental
implications. The course helps students
to develop a scientific approach to
problem solving. Mathematical skills
and statistics are part of the course.
Students are expected to spend time
reading around the subject outside
the classroom.
There are 4 modules in year one
including: Biological Molecules; Cells;
Organisms exchange substances with
their environment; Genetic information,
variation and relationships between
organisms.
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The second year consists of a further
four modules: Energy transfers in and
between organisms; Organisms respond
to changes in their internal and external
environments; Genetics, populations,
evolution and ecosystems and the
control of gene expression.

WHERE NEXT?
This course could lead to a career in
Medicine, Veterinary, Nursing, Zoology,
Marine Biology, Pharmacy, Biochemistry,
Psychology, Molecular Biology, Ecology
or Biomedical Sciences to name just
a few.

HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
A Level external exams consist of three
papers including critical analysis of given
experimental data and one essay from a
choice of two titles.

AQA A Level 7402
QAN 601/4625/4

ELLA BUSH
Why did I choose Fakenham Sixth Form?
Fakenham Sixth Form, could, on paper, be classed as a smaller than your average Sixth
Form, when compared to those within a 25/30-mile radius. However, when it comes
to opportunities, what it may lack in size, it certainly does not lack in opportunities,
when looking at the range of A level opportunities being offered there is a wide range
to choose from. Throughout, there has always been a feeling of a more personal
approach to our education. For me, having attended schools, be it, from infant, through
to high school in Fakenham, it seemed a natural progression for me. Many of the
teachers that I had studied with in previous years, delivered an A Level course. For me
it is very important as that aids in building a natural rapport, which helps immensely
when it comes to our further education.
What I value about Fakenham Sixth Form:
With the Covid 19 pandemic having a substantial effect on our education, the
Sixth Form continued to support us with online learning and whilst, this was most
definitely not the ideal start to my A Levels, the Sixth Form staff were there to
guide and assist as best as was possible. The relationship between the teaching
staff and students is strong. I have been able to appreciate, and value the amount
of support the staff have provided, with someone always there if any needs arise.
Plans for the future:
I have to be honest and state that I, like many others, at the start of Year 12, I was
uncertain as to what my future plans were. However, I have investigated various
options available to me, and with the help of staff, visitors to the school, and the
important support of family and friends behind me, have been able to arrange
work experience with Norfolk Police. Given the years ‘pandemic difficulties’, I have
decided to not go onto university and instead prepare for an apprenticeship with
the Police, with a degree at the end, hopefully! During this placement I am hoping
to discover what area of the police force that I would like to work in in the future.
17

BUSINESS

A Level

WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Through this qualification, students will
develop knowledge and skills relevant
to the business world through practical
learning. They will begin to understand
a range of business specialisms
through investigating different
functions of business. Students will
develop communication, planning and
team-working as a feature of classroom
practice and activity.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
There are ten areas of study – 6 in
Year 12:
• What is business?
• Managers, leadership and decision
making
• Decision making to improve marketing
performance
• Decision making to improve
operational performance
• Decision making to improve financial
performance
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• Decision making to improve human
resource performance
A further 4 areas in Year 13:
• Analysing the strategic position of a
business
• Choosing strategic direction
• Strategic methods: how to pursue
strategies
• Managing strategic change
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
The course is assessed entirely
by examination. There are three
examinations for A Level. The
examinations combine a range of
stimulus response questions from
multiple-choice through to short essay
style answers, some based upon
stimulus material that is read at the start
of the examination.
WHERE NEXT?
After successfully completing a Level
3 course, students can progress to a
wide range of HND or Degree courses

in Business. There are also a range of
training and vocational opportunities
available.
AQA A Level 7132
QAN 601/4336/8

CHEMISTRY

A Level

WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Students need to have a good
knowledge of chemistry either as a
single GCSE subject or as part of a
GCSE science course. Students need to
gain at least a grade 5 in GCSE maths
and a grade 6 in chemistry or a 6-6 in
combined science.

Module 5:
Physical chemistry and transition
elements

WHAT WILL I STUDY?
Chemistry is split into six modules:
(Modules 1 to 6), plus the Practical
Endorsement, this constitutes the full
A Level.

Paper 1:
Multiple choice and structured questions
from Modules 1, 2, 3 and 5. Assessed in
a 2 hour 15 minute exam of 100 marks
worth 37% of the final grade.

Module 1:
Development of practical skills

Paper 2:
Multiple choice and structured questions
from Modules 1, 2, 4 and 6. Assessed in
a 2 hour 15 minute exam of 100 marks
worth 37% of the final grade.

Module 2:
Foundations in chemistry
Module 3:
Periodic table & energy
Module 4:
Core organic chemistry

Module 6:
Organic chemistry and analysis
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
At A Level there are three papers.

Paper 3:
Structured questions and extended
response questions which assesses the
content from all Modules. Assessed in
a 1 hour 30 minute exam of 70 marks
worth 26% of the final grade.

WHERE NEXT?
Chemistry is a challenging but rewarding
A Level. It is a subject with a large
number of career paths including:
Medicine, Agriculture, Geology, Chemical
Engineering, Management and Law.
OCR A Level H432
QAN 601/5255/2
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Students will need any 5 GCSEs at
grade 5 or above or equivalent. It is not
essential that the student will need a
GCSE computer related qualification.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
The objective of this qualification is to
give students the opportunity to develop
their knowledge and skills in IT systems,
systems management and social media
in business. This will enable them to
progress to further study in the IT sector
or other sectors.
The content of this A Level in
Computer Science is divided into three
components:
• Computer systems component (01)
contains the majority of the content of
the specification and is assessed in a
written paper recalling knowledge and
understanding.
• Algorithms and programming
component (02) relates principally
to problem solving skills needed
by learners to apply the knowledge
20

A Level

and understanding encountered in
Component 01.
• Programming project component
(03 or 04) is a practical portfolio
based assessment with a task that
is chosen by the teacher or learner
and is produced in an appropriate
programming language of the
learner’s or teacher’s choice.
WHERE NEXT?
At its heart lies the notion of
computational thinking: a mode of
thought that goes well beyond software
and hardware, and that provides a
framework within which to reason about
systems and problems.” (CAS-Computer
Science a Curriculum for Schools). This
specification has been developed by
the team that created the first GCSE
Computing qualification in the UK. OCR
Computer Science will above all else be
relevant to the modern and changing
world of computing. Computer Science
is a practical subject where learners
can apply the academic principles
learned in the classroom to real world
systems. It is an intensely creative

subject that combines invention and
excitement, and can look at the natural
world through a digital prism. OCR’s A
Level in Computer Science will value
computational thinking, helping learners
to develop the skills to solve problems,
design systems and understand the
power and limits of human and machine
intelligence. Learners will develop an
ability to analyse, critically evaluate and
make decisions.
The project approach is a vital
component of ‘post-school’ life and is of
particular relevance to Further Education,
Higher Education and the workplace.
Each learner is able to tailor their project
to fit their individual needs, choices and
aspirations.
Exam board: OCR
QAN 601/4911/5

CORE MATHS LEVEL 3
(Mathematics in Context)
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Students will need to have achieved at
least a grade 4 in GCSE Mathematics.
This can be either having studied the
Foundation or the Higher course.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
This course is for students who wish to
take their study of mathematics further,
but do not wish to embark on the full
A-level mathematics. It will support
students who are studying other A-levels
that make extensive use of maths.
Students will develop their knowledge
and skills from GCSE and apply them to
real life situations. There is some new
level 3 skills that will be studied.
The primary focus is on using and
applying mathematics and statistics to
gain a deeper understanding and solve
real world problems drawn from all areas
of study, work and life.

Learning to use spreadsheet programs
such as Excel, which is used widely in
the world, forms an important part of
the course

EDEXCEL (7MCO)
QAN 601/4857/3

Core maths has three key objectives:
• to improve students’ mathematical
skills
• to develop their confidence in applying
them to real life situations
• to build skills in mathematical thinking
and communication
Teaching time will be 4 hours per
fortnight.
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
The entire course is assessed by
examination. There will be two exams at
the end of year 13.
WHERE NEXT?
Core Maths is a useful subject to support
studies in further studies or careers that
make extensive use of mathematics.
21

DRAMA AND THEATRE
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Students will need GCSE English Level
4 or above. GCSE Drama is desirable but
not essential.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
Component 1: Theatre Workshop
A re-interpretation of a text in the style of
a chosen practitioner.
Component 2: Text in Action
2 performances created by you. The
first is a devised piece from a stimulus
provided by Eduqas; the second is a
performance from an extract of a text
of your choice. Both performances are
created with the influence of a theatre
practitioner of your choice.
Component 3: Text in Performance.
Written examination
Practical exploration of the texts – ‘Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof’ by Tennessee Williams
and ‘Saved’ by Edward Bond. The
examination is based on your role as an
actor, director and informed audience
22

A Level

member. In addition, an extract from
‘The Curious Incident of the Dog in the
Night-time’ is also studied.
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
Unit 1 is assessed by practical
performance and coursework (tutor
moderated); Unit 2 is a performance
exam; externally examined by a visiting
examiner. Unit 3 is assessed by a written
exam paper.
WHERE NEXT?
This course can lead to further study in
Drama, Theatre Studies and Performing
Arts at degree level. It can be used as
part of a student’s course to broaden
their studies and may lead on to a
career in the Performing Arts industry.
It complements a range of subjects
and is useful in building confidence and
improving presentation skills in a range
of careers.
WJEC Eduqas A Level Drama: A690QS
QAN 601/8554/5

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Students need an interest in the way
people use language (both written and
spoken) and an ability to write clear
and controlled English. Students should
have achieved at least a grade 5 in both
English Literature and English Language
at GCSE.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
Students will study a wide variety of
written and spoken language analysing
how gender, occupation, social groups
and region influence how meaning is
created using specialised terms. The
most challenging aspect of the course
is the substantial amount of new
vocabulary that needs to be learnt to
enable students to analyse writing and
use these terms confidently in their
writing.
As the course continues students will
build on their knowledge of linguistic
analysis and be introduced to the study
of how language changes over time,

A Level

how children learn to speak and write
and how world English and ethnicity may
affect language use.
The coursework unit will require students
to investigate an area of language in
which they are personally interested, and
to produce a piece of original writing.
Students will be expected to read
around topics widely and to research
outside lesson time, including into some
linguistic theories.
WHERE NEXT?
This course leads naturally on to
a degree in any subject involving
communication, work in the media,
teaching, research, politics, almost any
job involving skill in writing or speaking.
Some scientists also like to study it as
an additional subject to aid in training for
medicine (e.g. speech therapy).
AQA A Level 7702
QAN 601/4640/0
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ENGLISH LITERATURE
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Students need a love of reading and
an ability to write clear and controlled
English. Students should have achieved
at least a grade 5 in both English
Literature and English Language GCSE.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
During the course, students will study six
core texts from across the three genres
of prose, poetry and drama. The set texts
for the first year include The Great Gatsby
by F. Scott Fitzgerald, and Shakespeare’s
Othello. Students will also study a
collection of pre-1900 poetry, based
around the theme of love. The exam
will ask for comparisons between these
texts, and close reading of extracts. The
second year of the course will shift the
focus to literature written after 1945,
and look at the way it deals with themes
such as class, race and gender, among
many others. The most challenging
aspect of the course is the amount of
reading and research that needs to be
completed outside lessons.
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In their coursework unit in the second
year, students will produce an extended
essay on two texts, at least one of which
will be their own choice.
Through theme and context based
analysis students will build their skills in
literary interpretation and comparative
approaches, considering various poetic
forms, the rise of the novel, how plays
have changed over time, and much
more. This will give students an excellent
grounding, should they wish to go on to
study literature at degree level.
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
80% of the assessment comes through
end-of-course exams on the set texts.
The remaining 20% is achieved through
one coursework folder of 2500 words
analysing texts comparatively.

WHERE NEXT?
This course leads naturally on to a degree
in any subject involving communication,
work in the media, teaching, research,
politics and almost any job involving skill
in writing or speaking.
AQA A Level 7712
QAN 601/5327/1

EDWARD GOLDING
Why did I choose Fakenham Sixth Form?

Because it is a small Sixth Form it makes it easier to
settle in and you soon make friends. People choose to
come from all over showing that it is a popular choice.
All the staff are really friendly and very helpful. The
Sixth Form has its own separate block away from the
school facilities including a canteen, a study room, use
of the gym and sport centre next door on Wednesday
afternoons.

What I value about Fakenham Sixth Form:

I like being treated like an adult. Staff are supportive,
allowing me to have my own time to study either in or
outside Sixth Form. I also value the opportunity to arrange
work experience in an area of your choice. Staff will listen
and help you with all sorts of problems.

Plans for the future:

I would like to go on to higher education and get a
degree in Theology and History I feel Fakenham is an
excellent stepping stone for that and is preparing me well,
developing my ability to work independently.
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EXTENDED PROJECT
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
Students will investigate a topic of their
choice beyond the normal confines of
an A Level qualification and in doing
so demonstrate that they have many
of the key skills which are essential for
successful university study.
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
The project may be an extended essay
on any topic (up to 5,000 words)
supported by a presentation (usually
involving a PowerPoint) as part of the
submission. In this, students talk about
their project and answer questions from
a non-specialist audience. However, the
project could also be a play, a piece of
art, a model or a film, again accompanied
by some form of presentation involving
answering questions. For example, if the
project was to create a work of art, this
could be exhibited and the student could
answer questions about the work.
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WHERE NEXT?
Although it is not an essential part of a
university course, the Extended Project
will provide students with excellent
evidence to include on a personal
statement. Successful completion of an
Extended Project shows that students
can work independently, research,
plan, argue and present. For this
reason it would be of real advantage for
anyone applying to a university for any
degree course.
AQA A Level 7993

FILM STUDIES
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
It is not a requirement that students
have studied Film or Media Studies at
GCSE. However students should have an
enjoyment of film and an awareness of
a range of British, American and World
Cinema. Students should have a grade 4
or above in GCSE English.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
The A Level course is divided into 3
components.
Component 1: American and
British Film
This unit requires students to study six
feature-length films. These films will be
drawn from the following areas:
• Classical Hollywood
• Hollywood since the 1960s
• Contemporary American Independent
Film
• British Film
Component 2: Varieties of Film
This unit assesses knowledge and
understanding of five feature-length

A Level
films and one compilation of short films.
Students will study:
• Film Movements – Silent Cinema
• Film Movements – Experimental Film
• Documentary Film
• Global Film
Component 3: Production
For the practical production coursework
unit, students produce:
• either a short film (4–5 minutes) or a
screenplay for a short film (1600–1800
words) and digitally photographed
storyboard for a key section from that
screenplay
• an evaluative analysis (1250–1500
words).
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
Components 1 and 2 are externally
assessed by 3 hour written
examinations. Each accounts for 35%
of the qualification. Component 3 is an
internally assessed coursework unit and
forms 30% of the overall qualification.

WHERE NEXT?
Students may want to go on to study
Film or Media courses at degree level
– there is a huge range of courses
available. We also aim to provide
students with relevant experiences and
opportunities to support progression onto
university or into employment.
Eduqas A Level
QAN 603/1147/2
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TOM FLINT
Why did I choose Fakenham Sixth Form?

I attended Fakenham Academy and so I felt like it would
be a great next step to come to Fakenham Sixth Form. I
already knew the teachers and the high standards they
set which I believed would help me attain the best final
result possible. Also, it’s my local Sixth Form which meant
I did not have to travel far, allowing me more time to work
and the flexibility to take advantage of all the opportunities
available to me.

What I value about Fakenham Sixth Form:

Fakenham Sixth Form is comparatively small which means
that there are smaller class sizes. This allows there to be
a much more personal relationship between students
and teachers, who can give more personal attention.
Furthermore, there is a sense of community and mutual
respect within the Sixth Form, with the students’ voices
being heard and valued on issues that affect them. I
feel like these factors have allowed me to excel at the
subjects that I enjoy in an outstanding environment.

Plans for the future:

I hope to go on to study History at university and maybe
take that into the field of Law. I’m not sure which
universities to apply to at present, but with the guidance
I am being given from the Sixth Form, I believe that I will
find one that suits me.
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FRENCH
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WHAT WILL STUDENTS NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Fakenham Sixth Form offers French A-level
over 2 years and this is a co-teachable
linear exam. In order to consider this
course, students should have ideally
achieved a grade 5 in their French GCSE.
WHAT WILL STUDENTS STUDY?
Over the 2 year course, students will study:
• Aspects of French-speaking society:
current trends (family, technology,
volunteering)
• Artistic culture in the French-speaking
world (heritage, music, cinema)
• Analyse and understand the plot and
characters of the film “l’Auberge
Espagnole” by Cédric Klapisch
• Grammar
The second year, students will study:
• Aspects of French-speaking society:
current issues (diverse society,
marginalised people, crime)
• Aspects of political life in the Frenchspeaking world (teenagers’ votes,
strikes and unions, immigration)

• Extend their knowledge of the film
“L’Auberge espagnole” by analyzing
its filming styles
• A French novel (at the moment it
is “Candide” by Voltaire but this is
currently under review and will be
decided before students start the
second year)
• Present an Individual Research Project
for their speaking exam on a topic that
inspires them and that is linked to
French Speaking countries.
One of the challenges of this new
specification is the absence of using
a dictionary in the exams, putting
greater emphasis on students’ previous
knowledge of a variety of specific
vocabulary and a greater expectation of
students to be able to translate without
any help. Students’ strong and detailed
knowledge of the Film “l‘Auberge
Espagnole“(Year 12) as well as of the
French novel that is studied in Year 13 will
further develop students’ expertise and
knowledge of French authentic materials
relevant to French culture and history.

WHERE NEXT?
The course will lead onto a university
degree involving translation, interpreting,
journalism, travelling, tourism and
teaching, to only name a few. French is
full of transferable skills that can be used
in many different jobs.
AQA A-Level 7652
QAN 601/8727/X
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FURTHER MATHEMATICS
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Students will need to have achieved at
least a grade 6 in GCSE Mathematics
and also be studying A Level
Mathematics.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
This course is for students who really
enjoy maths and would like to learn
more. It covers many fascinating and
challenging topics.
As with A-level Maths, two thirds of
the course consists of pure maths
topics and one third applied maths. The
pure maths includes many interesting
areas of mathematics not covered in
A Level Mathematics. Students will
learn about the imaginary number i and
discover complex numbers. They will
learn about matrices and how they are
used to describe transformations and
to solve simultaneous equations. Polar
coordinates, hyperbolic functions and
differential equations are also studied.
The course deepens and expands on the
content of the Mathematics A-level.
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For the applied portion of the course,
there is the option to study two topics
out of statistics, mechanics or discrete
maths. Which topics we study will
be decided according to the needs
and interests of the group, although
we usually follow the mechanics and
discrete modules. The mechanics and
statistics options develop the ideas met
in the Mathematics A-level. The discrete
option introduces the study of networks,
graphs and algorithms. This is relevant
to problems such as how a sat nav
calculates an optimum route between
two places.
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
The entire course is assessed by
examination. There will be three 2 hour
exams at the end of year 13.
WHERE NEXT?
Further Mathematics is a well
recognised qualification that universities
are keen to see in students taking
science or engineering degrees.
If students are intending to study
mathematics, physics or engineering at

university, it introduces many ideas they
will encounter there and will greatly help
their studies.
AQA A Level 7367
QAN 603/1841/7

SCARLETT CURL
Why did I choose Fakenham Sixth Form?

Choosing to come to Fakenham Sixth Form was a natural progression for
me as I went to the Academy previously. I knew the teachers I would have
and had an idea of how Sixth Form worked. However convenience wasn’t
the only contributing factor Fakenham offers not only excellent teaching but
a wonderful, warm and welcoming community, being relatively small in size
allows for an experience that is not only more personal but one that can
be tailored to your own personal requirements. As a whole Fakenham is an
excellent place to continue your studies if you prefer a closer relationship
with subject teachers as well as a smaller campus but with just as much
excitement.

What I value about Fakenham Sixth Form:

Personally, I value the quality and style of teaching provided at Fakenham,
teachers are not only extremely talented in their respective areas but
they’re also incredibly passionate about what they teach. This especially
showed during the online learning period, in which they constantly offered
support, reassurance and encouragement as well as diligently working to
help us succeed. Furthermore, the overall environment is far more relaxed
and independent in terms of studying which, if you intend to move on to
higher education is a valuable factor. Additionally, we have a wide range
of resources in regards to our future career paths. I particularly like the
inclusivity Fakenham offers as staff work hard to provide opportunities for all
students whether it be for University, apprenticeships or paid employment.

Plans for the future:

As of right now, I intend to move onto higher education and hope to be
fortunate enough to study Law at Durham university. Not only does Durham
have an excellent Law course but it also has an amazing sports programme.
Furthermore, experiencing new and intriguing cultures is very important
to me which is why the opportunity to study abroad for a year offered by
Durham also attracts me to the course.
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GEOGRAPHY
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
You will be enthusiastic about studying
a wide range of local, national and global
geographical issues, strengthened
through the completion of an independent
geography fieldwork investigation based
on the north Norfolk coast and an optional
night away in London. You will be keen
to develop your understanding of the
importance of the relationships between
people and their environments and the
significant human and environmental
threats facing the world. A grade 5 or
higher in GCSE Geography is required
for A Level Geography. However,
consideration will be given to students
who have met the general Sixth Form
entry requirements and have not studied
GCSE Geography before.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
For Component 1 (Physical Geography),
the topics taught are ‘Coastal Systems
and Landscapes’, ‘Hazards’ and ‘Water
and Carbon Cycles’. For Component 2
(Human Geography), the topics taught are
‘Changing Places’, ‘Contemporary Urban
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Environments’ and ‘Global Systems and
Governance’. Component 3 (Geography
Fieldwork Investigation), will be based
upon a written fieldwork investigation.
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
Components 1 and 2 are assessed
externally by written examinations.
Component 3 is marked by teachers and
externally moderated. All assessments
take place at the end of the two
year course.
WHERE NEXT?
A significant number of our students
go on to successfully read Geography
and related degrees at university,
or to use the subject as a strong
academic basis to study for a wider
range of degrees ultimately leading to
professional qualifications. Geography is
a multiskilled, multilayered discipline that
will provide you with a plethora of skills
and knowledge that will equip you for a
variety of careers.
AQA A Level 7037
QAN 601/8940/X

SH’MA HANIKANAI
Why did I choose Fakenham Sixth Form?

Fakenham Sixth Form provides a large variety of courses
for all students. It was a choice that came easy to me as I
had attended Fakenham Academy and I already had some
knowledge of what the sixth form would be like. I also
knew all of the teachers from high school and got along
with them well. The sixth form is very local to me as I
just take the bus into college every day like I had in high
school so there wasn’t much change in location to what I
had previously experienced.

What I value about Fakenham Sixth Form:

A large majority of teachers and students have a good
relationship that allows an open and honest learning
environment that helps for the progression for our
educational needs. The teachers I have had have been
encouraging to new students, especially in courses that
are new to students. I rather enjoy the opportunity to
play sports such as Basketball in a good facility used on
Wednesday afternoons.

Plans for the future:

I plan either getting an apprenticeship in the sporting
industry to become a Basketball coach. I will also look to
move into a full time job. I will use the knowledge I know
from my A levels to help improve upon my CV and push
me forward.
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HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE

BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Several of the topics students cover in
the course are developments of work
done at BTEC Level 2 but students do not
need to have studied Health and Social
Care previously in order to take the BTEC
Level 3 National Extended Certificate in
Health and Social Care. For the portfolio
based assessment, students need
to have good written communication
skills so a grade 5 or above in English
Language GCSE would be beneficial.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
As part of the Health and Social Care
course students will learn about human
lifespan development and skills and factors
that impact service users’ quality of life in
health and social care settings. The course
also teaches students about health, early
years care and education, social care and
issues affecting the care sector. Students
will learn about how to meet the needs of
service users and how to communicate
effectively. They also learn about health
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conditions, the impact of these on people’s
lives and patient care. Part of the course
involves developing skills of research,
evaluation and problem-solving in a
work-related context.
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
Year One
• Unit 1 Human Lifespan Development:
This unit is assessed externally in the
form of an exam. The exam will be
1.5 hours and will be sat in January of
Year 12.
• Unit 5 Meeting Individual Care Needs:
This unit is assessed internally in the
form of a portfolio of evidence, based
on how to meet service users’ care
and support needs.
Year Two
• Unit 2 Working in Health and Social
Care: This is an externally assessed
unit external in the form of an exam.
The exam will be 1.5 hours.
• Unit 14 Physiological Disorders: This is
an internally assessed unit in the form

of a portfolio of evidence based on
causes, symptoms and treatments of
physiological disorders. (This unit may
change.)
The external assessment is worth
58% of the course and the internal
assessment is worth 42% of the course.
WHERE NEXT?
Students develop a broad understanding of
Health and Social Care principles and will be
given the opportunity to focus on a specific
career pathway, for example in health care,
social care, early years care or education.
Many of our students go on to have
careers in nursing, paediatrics, midwifery,
social work, teaching, police service,
probation service, medicine, paramedics,
mental health and counselling.
Pearson BTEC Level 3 National Extended
Certificate in Health and Social Care
(360 GLH)
QAN 601/7197/2
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HISTORY
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WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Students do not need to have studied
History at GCSE. It is more important that
they have an enquiring mind, an interest
in the past and its relevance to current
affairs and an ability to communicate
their ideas effectively. A grade 5 or higher
in GCSE English and History or another
Humanities subject is desired for A Level
study but all applications are considered
on an individual basis.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
Each component consists of a historical
period, issue, individual or event.
• Component 1: The quest for political
stability, Germany 1871–1991
• Component 2: The Wars of the Roses,
1450–1499
• Component 3: Historical investigation
During the A Level course
students learn:
• About the significance of events,
individuals, issues and societies in history.
• How and why societies have changed
over time.
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• About the theories of historians and
the language that they use to discuss
their ideas.
• To understand the nature of historical
evidence and the methods used by
historians to analyse and evaluate it.
• To develop an understanding of how
the past has been interpreted and
represented.
• To express their own historical ideas
confidently and effectively.
• To plan and carry out an investigation
into an area of historical interest.
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
Components 1 and 2 are externally
examined, being worth 80% of the
total A Level. Component 3 is internally
examined, being worth 20% of the total
A Level.
WHERE NEXT?
History does not relate specifically to
any particular career. As an academic
subject this A Level is well regarded by
universities and employers.

AQA A Level 7042
QAN: 601/4973/5

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Students will need any 5 GCSEs at
grade 5 or above or equivalent. It is not
essential that the student will need a
GCSE computer related qualification.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
The objective of this qualification is to
give students the opportunity to develop
their knowledge and skills in IT systems,
systems management and social media
in business. This will enable them to
progress to further study in the IT sector
or other sectors.
Over the two years students will study
four units, three mandatory and one
optional.
• Information Technology Systems
• Creating systems to manage
information
• Using social media in business
• Data modelling (optional)
• Website development (optional)

WHERE NEXT?
When taken alongside other Level 3
qualifications, the qualification gives
students the opportunity to progress to
a degree in an information technology
discipline or a degree where information
technology related skills and knowledge
may be advantageous. This qualification
carries UCAS points equal to A Levels
and is recognised by higher education
providers as meeting admission
requirements.
The qualification also enables learners to
develop knowledge and skills needed for
entry-level roles related to IT, including
vocational apprenticeship roles and
trainee/entry-level roles such as a social
media specialist, web/content developer,
or business analyst.
Pearson BTEC Level 3 National Extended
Certificate In Information Technology
(360 GLH)
QAN 601/7575/8
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MATHEMATICS
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Students will usually need to
have achieved a GCSE grade 6 in
Mathematics, having taken the Higher
Tier paper.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
Two thirds of the course involves
studying Pure Mathematics. Students
will further develop the algebra and
trigonometry they met at GCSE. They
will also study new concepts such as
calculus, vectors, exponentials and
logarithms. Calculus is the study of
continuous change and is a key concept
with applications in many areas. Vectors
describe positions in 3D space and
are used extensively, for example in
computer graphics.
The other third of the course is
equally shared between Statistics and
Mechanics. Statistics involves analysing
data, learning about probability and
probability distributions, including the
binomial and normal distributions.
It also includes studying hypothesis
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testing, which is determining whether
the data collected is sufficient to
confirm a hypothesis. Mechanics is the
mathematics of forces and motion and
students will study Newton’s Laws of
motion, kinematics, momentum, friction
and projectiles.
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
The entire course is assessed by
examination. There will be three 2 hour
exams at the end of year 13. There is no
coursework element.
WHERE NEXT?
Mathematics is a highly regarded A
Level. It is very useful if students are
considering careers in business, IT,
science, engineering, psychology or
accountancy amongst many many
others. It also will help students if they
are studying subjects at A-level that use
mathematical ideas such as Science
subjects, Psychology and others.
AQA A Level 7357
QAN 603/1164/2

MEDIA STUDIES

A Level

WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
It is not a requirement that students have
studied Media or Film at GCSE. However,
students should have an interest in
different forms of the media and an
awareness of a range of different media
texts and products. Students should have
a grade 4 or above in GCSE English.

Component 2: Media Forms and
Products in Depth
For this component students will
study three different media industries:
Television, Magazines and Online
media. They will study a range of texts
and be assessed on their knowledge
and understanding of media language,
representation, industry and audience.

WHAT WILL I STUDY?
The A Level course is divided into three
components.

Component 3: Cross-Media Production
This is a practical production coursework
unit. Students will be given a choice of
briefs set by the exam board. They will
be required to produce two linked texts,
using different media forms. As well as
demonstrating practical skills, students
will apply their theoretical knowledge
and understanding in the production of
these texts.

Component 1: Meanings and
Representations in the Media
Students learn how to analyse a range
of media texts, looking at how they are
constructed, how they communicate
meaning and what messages they
convey. They will examine issues of
Audience and Representation across a
range of media texts drawn from music
videos, video games, advertising, film
marketing, newspapers and radio news/
current affairs programmes.

HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
Component 1 is assessed by a 2 hour
written examination and forms 30%
of the overall qualification. Component
2 is assessed by a 3 hour written
examination and forms 40% of the
overall qualification. Component 3 is an

internally assessed coursework unit and
forms 30% of the overall qualification.
WHERE NEXT?
Students may want to go on to study
Film or Media courses at degree level
– there is a huge range of courses
available. We also aim to provide
students with relevant experiences and
opportunities to support progression onto
university or into employment.
Eduqas A Level
QAN 603/1149/6
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PHILOSOPHY & ETHICS
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Students should have an enquiring,
tolerant, resilient mind that is open
to challenge. They need to be able
to express their ideas and the ideas
of others both orally and in writing.
Students should have gained at least a
grade 5 or higher in a GCSE Humanities
or English Literature. Whilst studying
Philosophy and Ethics at GCSE would
be beneficial, it is not a requirement and
consideration will be given to students
who have met the general Sixth Form
entry requirements.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
Unit 1 (Philosophy of Religion)
Students consider issues such as ‘how
do I know something is real?’ and ‘do
I have a mind as well as a body?’ by
looking at the ideas of Plato, Aristotle,
Descartes and Ryle. Students will also
consider the philosophical arguments for
the existence of God looking at issues
such as whether the world shows signs
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of design? Does the universe need a
unique first cause to exist? Does the
presence of evil make belief in an all
loving, all powerful and all-knowing
God impossible? These questions will
be critically discussed, analysed and
responses evaluated.

to heaven be limited to only those
who believed in God? Should the Bible
be used as the only source of moral
guidance for Christians? If so, would
that make Christianity sexist? These
questions too will be critically discussed,
analysed and responses evaluated.

Unit 2 (Ethics)
Students will consider what makes a
human action right or wrong. They will
consider whether actions such as lying,
stealing and killing are always wrong, as
suggested by Aquinas and Kant, or if the
outcome is the most important issue as
suggested by Fletcher Bentham and Mill.
These theories are applied to Business
and Euthanasia. These questions too
will be critically discussed, analysed and
responses evaluated.

HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
The course is assessed through three
two hour written exams, which are essay
based. Each exam is of equal weighting.

Unit 3 (Development in Christian
Thought)
Students will consider key issues from
within Christianity Some of the issues
considered include whether human
nature is naturally sinful? Would entry

WHERE NEXT?
Philosophy and Ethics is a well-regarded
subject by both universities and
employers, as it encourages critical
thinking as well as analytical and
evaluative skills. At university, Philosophy
has the benefit of being studied on its
own or as a companion to other subjects
such as English and History amongst
many combinations.
OCR A Level H573
QAN 60188686
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PHOTOGRAPHY
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
This course will suit students who are
creative and imaginative. There are
no specific subject requirements but
a keen interest in Photography and a
creative mind are essential. A GCSE in
Photography is not necessary but would
be an advantage.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
Students explore a range of approaches,
working with signs, symbols and images
and understanding artistic conventions,
such as portrait, landscape and
movement. Students study the role and
function of photography (e.g. graphics,
fashion and documentary); develop a
range of techniques (e.g. control of
shutter speed and use of aperture);
learn to use different lighting conditions,
pictorial space, scale and structure and
use digital imagery and software to
manipulate and refine images.
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
Assessment is judged by a combination
of two components, Component 1:
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Personal Investigation and Component 2:
Externally Set Assignment.
Coursework consists of a personal
investigation, where through year
one students will explore a range of
techniques, develop a broad range
of skills, refine and record ideas and
present a personal response. Students
will also research photographers and
their work, reflecting on work critically
with written analysis.
Through the second year students
will continue to produce a portfolio of
coursework, together with a related
personal study of up to 3000 words. This
places students work within an historical
and/or contemporary context and must
be in an essay format. Coursework
counts for 60% of students A level, with
12% of marks given to the essay.
During the second year students will
also complete an exam, Externally Set
Assignment (ESA). This component is
worth 40% of their A level. It requires
students to produce preparatory studies

and personal outcome(s) based on a
theme set by Edexcel. The theme will be
released to students in February of their
final year. Students will have 15 hours
to produce their personal outcome or
outcomes.
WHERE NEXT?
The course can lead either to
employment, apprenticeships or Higher
Education courses in Photography or
non-related courses.
AQA A Level 7206
QAN 601/4456/7

ROSE HAYDEN
Why did I choose Fakenham Sixth Form?

I went to high school in Dereham and knew that I wanted
to push myself out of my comfort zone for college.
I’ve always been a very shy and nervous person, but
Fakenham seemed like the perfect place for me. I didn’t
know anyone here which was scary to think about, but it
was also exciting. It’s a small sixth form too which made
me feel a lot more comfortable and everyone was so
friendly and helpful I knew I would love it here.

What I value about Fakenham Sixth Form:

The teachers are amazing! If I ever feel stressed about
having lots of work to do or about mocks coming up, I
know that there will always be someone for me to talk to
who will ease my worries. The level of discussion that we
have in some classes too is phenomenal, a real step up
from GCSE. You are definitely treated more maturely and
adult here.

Plans for the future:

I have very recently found two university courses that
are both dream courses for me. So hopefully my next
step will be to BGU in Lincoln to study Education Studies
and English (or with Theology) and then to get a PGCE to
become a primary school teacher.
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PHYSICS

A Level

WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Students need to have a good
knowledge of Physics either as a single
GCSE or as part of a GCSE Science
course. Ideally they should have gained
at least a grade 6 in Physics or at least
a grade 6-6 in Combined science plus at
least a grade 5 in GCSE Maths.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
Students study this innovative and
exciting Advancing Physics course which
was developed in conjunction with the
Institute of Physics.
In Year 12 students will study new
communication technologies; how
sensors are made; how materials change
and perform under stress; understanding
processes and experimentation and data
handling - how waves behave including
light and sound; the nature of matter
(including quantum physics) and how this
can help to explain almost everything in
the universe; the physics of projectile
motion in space and time.

In Year 13 students will study a further
three modules covering - gravity and the
origins of the universe and what happens
to matter at extreme temperatures;
what atoms are made from and how
they behave and electromagnetic
machines. Over the two years students
will also carry out a number of practical
experiments which will be assessed in
the exams but also lead to a separate
“practical endorsement” grade.

WHERE NEXT?
This A Level course develops student
skills in independent learning, team
work, research and analysis. It can
lead onto university study in Physics,
Engineering, Medicine and other science
based courses.
OCR A Level H557
QAN 601/4745/3

HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
At A Level there are three examination
papers which will include multiple choice,
structured and extended response
questions on Fundamentals of Advancing
Physics, Advancing Physics and Practical
Skills in Advancing Physics. There is also
the Practical Endorsement for Physics
- A minimum of 12 practical activities
to demonstrate practical competence.
Performance will be reported separately
to the A Level grade as a pass or fail.
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PSYCHOLOGY
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Psychology is a science, so students
should have a grade 5 or above in both
GCSE Science and Maths. For the essay
based assessment students need to
have good written communication so a
Level 5 in English Language GCSE would
be beneficial.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
In the first year students will be studying
the following subjects:
• Social Influence (Conformity &
Obedience)
• Memory
• Attachment (Social Development in
Children)
• Psychopathology (Mental Illness)
• Biopsychology
• Research Methods
• Approaches in Psychology
In the second year students will be
studying issues and debates in the
following areas:
• Issues and Debates in Psychology
• Gender
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A Level
• Schizophrenia
• Forensic Psychology
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
There are three, two hour examinations
at the end of Year Two. They include
multiple-choice, short and long answer
(essay) questions.
WHERE NEXT?
A high number of our students go on
to read Psychology at degree level, but
the course also complements the study
of Law, Sociology, Politics, Medicine,
Health, Media, Journalism & Film, and
any other course or career that includes
the study of people and their behaviour.
AQA A Level 7182
QAN 601/4838/X

CARLOS LEE
Why did I choose Fakenham Sixth Form?
Primarily, I had decided to come to Fakenham Sixth Form as it
was a natural progression coming up from the Academy and so I
had already developed a strong sense of community here at this
school. I also admired the smaller size of this Sixth Form compared
to the others in the surrounding area and have found that this
allows for a more personalised form of teaching and having known
the teachers from my previous years in the high school, I knew the
level of teaching would be coming from passionate individuals.
What I value about Fakenham Sixth Form:
I particularly value the great relationships that have been formed
with my teachers. Having smaller class sizes has allowed my
teachers to focus on each and every individual, allowing a more
individual touch in progressing further. These relationships also
helped to make the big transition from GCSE to A-levels much
easier for me. Their experience has helped to ease the stress
many may feel moving up from high school. The Sixth Form also
provides great support when it comes to pathways post-18 which
have been helpful in understanding the process in applying for
universities or jobs next year.
Plans for the future:
For the future I hope to study Law at university and pursue
a career as a solicitor. Cultural enrichment is also incredibly
important to me so, given the opportunity. I also hope to spend a
year abroad to study or teach English as a foreign language.
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RAIYA NEWELL
Why did I choose Fakenham Sixth Form?
After going to many open days and viewing other
colleges, I chose to come to Fakenham Sixth Form.
I chose Fakenham because I was impressed by the
relationships formed between each of the students and
all the teachers. There is a sense of community and care
here, which made me feel comfortable after coming from
a different high school. The variety of subjects taught
here also influenced my choice. This Sixth Form had
every course I wanted to take on offer, which assured me
I would enjoy and do well throughout my two years of
studying here.
What I value about Fakenham Sixth Form:
Personally, I value the standard of teaching. The teachers
here have a wide knowledge on their subjects and
are passionate about what they do. I find it extremely
beneficial that each class has a small number of students
within it. This means the teacher can focus on each
particular student and they can easily get to know us all
as individuals. Overall, I find the Sixth Form environment a
safe and a professional space to study.
Plans for the future:
In the near future, I plan on pursuing a degree at university
that encompasses my love for either sport or geography.
For now, I am uncertain about those plans. However, what
I am certain about is that I will receive all the support and
help I need in order to successfully make decisions for the
future, from the teachers at Fakenham Sixth Form.
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SOCIOLOGY

A Level

WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Good literacy and communication skills are
essential on this course. Students should
have a grade 5 or higher in GCSE English
for A Level study but all applications are
considered on an individual basis.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
There is an initial induction period,
during which students will be introduced
to skills, techniques and sociological
theories that are essential for the course.
The course itself consists of three units,
all of which are studied over the two
years of the course:
• Unit 1: Education with Theory and
Methods, which covers Education,
Research Methods in the context of
Education and Sociological Theories
• Unit 2: Topics in Sociology, which
covers ‘Culture and Identity’ and
‘The Media’
• Unit 3: Crime and Deviance with
Theory and Methods, which covers

Crime and Deviance, Research
Methods and Sociological Theories
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
There are three units which
are assessed by three external
examinations.

WHERE NEXT?
Students will find that studying Sociology
will help them in a variety of careers
including teaching, law, social work,
journalism and police.
AQA A-Level
QAN 601/3994/8
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SPANISH

AS/A2

WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
A Grade 6 or higher at GCSE Spanish is
required as is an interest in the Spanish
speaking world.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
This course will encourage students
to become more confident in their
communication skills, both spoken
and written.
At AS and A2, the topics include social
issues, social trends and political
and artistic culture. The AS and A2
programme will also involve the study
of grammar, literacy texts and films.
Students must identify a subject or a key
question which is of interest to them and
which relates to a country or countries
where Spanish is spoken for an individual
research project.
The course draws on a wide range of
resources that aim to stimulate interest
in Spanish and the Hispanic speaking
world. Topics which must be covered
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thoroughly in preparation for the 3
units exam.
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
This is a linear qualification of two years.
At the end of A2 students will take 3
examinations:
1. Listening, reading and translation
This paper tests students listening,
reading, writing and translation skills. It
also tests students’ ability to manipulate
more advanced structures with accuracy.
2. Writing
Students will answer an essay question
in Spanish for each of the two works
they have studied (this can be a book and
a film, or two books). Students will have
a choice of question on each book/film.
All questions will be in Spanish and will
require a critical and analytical response.
3. Speaking.
The oral test will be in two parts. Part 1
will be the discussion of one sub-theme
from those in this specification, lasting

5–6 minutes, and Part 2 will be the
presentation and discussion of the
student’s individual research project.
WHERE NEXT?
As Languages involve aspects of both
the arts and the sciences, they are
particularly rich in transferable skills and
are seen as very desirable in many areas
of working life. As a linguist students
are well placed to go into international
affairs, business, the media, teaching, or
translation but they may also use their
language skills alongside other subject
specialisms to recruit staff who can
communicate with people from outside
the UK.
Exam Board: AQA
Course Code: 7692
QAN 601/8732/3

SPORT

BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate
WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
Students who want to continue their
education through applied learning
and who aim to progress to higher
education and ultimately to employment
in the sport sector. The qualification is
equivalent in size to one A Level, and
it has been designed as a full two-year
programme when studied alongside
further Level 3 qualifications.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
There are 3 mandatory units and
1 optional unit that learners must
complete, 2 are external examinations
and 2 are set internally.
Students will study three mandatory
units: Anatomy and Physiology, Fitness
Training and Programming for Health,
Sport and Well-being and Professional
Development in the Sports Industry.
Students will also study one optional

unit from Sports Leadership, Application
of Fitness Testing, Sports Psychology or
Practical Sports Performance.
WHERE NEXT?
The qualification carries UCAS points
equal to an A Level and is recognised
by higher education providers as
contributing to meeting admission
requirements for many courses if taken
alongside other qualifications as part
of a two-year programme of study. It
combines well with a large number of
subjects and supports entry to higher
education courses in a very wide range
of disciplines (depending on the subjects
taken alongside).
EDEXCEL BTEC Level 3 National Extended
Certificate in Sport (360 GLH)
QAN 601/7218/6
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SEAN WOODLEY
Why did I choose Fakenham Sixth Form?

Fakenham Sixth Form is really supportive. All the teachers
have support to deal with students’ mental wellbeing
which means that any student can talk to any teacher.
This creates a safe environment for students and makes
them feel safe and welcome. It also means that students
are happier, helping them achieve success.

What I value about Fakenham Sixth Form:

The level of teaching is really high with lots of teachers
having in-depth knowledge of their subjects. Teachers
will go out of their way to help students if they have
any problems with work or their home life that could be
affecting their education. The teachers will often notice
when something is wrong and do their best to help
students.

Plans for the future:

I plan to go to university to study Business. I hope that
this will open up doors for a potential career in business.
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FLEUR McRITCHIE PRATT
Why did I choose Fakenham Sixth Form?
Fakenham is a very friendly place which offers a wide
range of subjects at different levels. There is a specific car
park for student cars which is really useful if you don’t live
on a bus route. The college is a quick and easy walk into
town if you want to get lunch or other supplies but there’s
the college canteen where you can get food. It’s really
nice to have a large playing field to sit on during lunch. I
really like the fact that the Sixth Form is on the edge of
town and so feels really nice and rural and being just off
the A148 it’s really easy to be dropped off and picked up
without having to go through much traffic.
What I value about Fakenham Sixth Form:
Fakenham Sixth Form is a really close knit community
where staff and students show respect for each other
and get on well. The staff are very friendly and supportive.
Classes are comparatively small in number and there are
several areas for quiet study, but the canteen is a really
relaxing area to socialise in when you’re not studying.
Plans for the future:
I plan to apply to Cambridge to read Classics and would
like to pursue a postgraduate degree after this. I am
hoping to achieve my rescue boat qualification this
summer and have been offered a summer job with a
sailing school in Greece next summer.
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TEXTILES

A Level

WHAT WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
This course will suit students who
are creative and imaginative. Subject
requirements are a grade 5 or above at
GCSE Art and Design or by portfolio.

HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
Assessment is judged by a combination
of two components, Component 1:
personal investigation (coursework)
and Component 2: Externally Set
Assignment.

WHAT WILL I STUDY?
Students are able to explore a wide
variety of textile experiences and choose
from a broad range of textile media,
processes and techniques to further
develop, such as:

Coursework consists of a personal
investigation, where year one students
will explore a range of materials, develop
a broad range of skills, refine and record
ideas and present a personal response.
Students will also research artists and
their work, reflecting on work critically
with written analysis.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art textiles
Fashion design and illustration
Costume design
Constructed textiles
Printed and dyed textiles
Surface pattern
Stitched and/ or embellished textiles
Soft furnishings and/ or textiles for
interiors
• Digital textiles
• Installed textiles
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Through the second year students
will continue to produce a portfolio of
coursework, together with a related
personal study of up to 3000 words. This
places their work within an historical and/
or contemporary context and must be in
an essay format. Coursework counts for
60% of their A level, with 12% of marks
given to the essay.

During the second year students will
also complete an exam, Externally Set
Assignment (ESA). This component is
worth 40% of your A level. It requires
students to produce preparatory studies
and personal outcome(s) based on a
theme set by AQA. The theme will be
released to them in January of their
final year. Students will have 15 hours
to produce their personal outcome or
outcomes.
WHERE NEXT?
As well as giving you the chance to
creatively engage with the wider world
and develop technical skills, the study
of art and design equips you with
transferable skills that will support
you in both further study and a range
of careers. Textiles A level can lead to
employment, apprenticeships or higher
education courses in Textiles/Art or non
related courses.
AQA A Level 7204
QAN 60144567
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MATHEMATICS
WHY WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
All students who have not yet achieved
a grade 4 at GCSE Mathematics are
required to take this course. Students
who have gained a grade 4 may wish
to continue to study GCSE maths to
improve their grade.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
Students will be studying the one year
course at Foundation Level. It covers
topics such as fractions, decimals,
percentages and the number system;
basic algebra; angles, areas and volumes
of shapes; measurements including
metric and imperial units; averages,
tables, charts and probability.
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
Students will take three examinations in
June. They may use a calculator in two
of the exams. There is no coursework
element to this course.
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GCSE
WHERE NEXT?
This will help students to access many
jobs and courses.
Edexcel GCSE 1MA1
QAN (9 to 1) 601/4700/3

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
WHY WILL I NEED TO STUDY
THIS COURSE?
All students who have not yet achieved
a grade 4 at GCSE English are required
to take this course. Students who have
gained a grade 4 may wish to continue
to study GCSE English to improve
their grade.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
Students will study the skills required
for the two GCSE exam papers. Paper
1 is based on an unseen fiction extract
and requires pupils to complete an
original piece of narrative or descriptive
writing. In Paper 2 pupils read two
unseen non-fiction extracts and complete
an original piece of writing to present
a viewpoint. The non-fiction texts are
usually extracts from magazines or
newspapers – one contemporary and one
nineteenth-century – and pupils will be
asked to compare the writers’ viewpoints
and perspectives.
The skills assessed over the two
papers include the ability to identify

GCSE

specific information; interpret and
summarise meaning; analyse writers’
use of language and structural features
and compare writers’ viewpoints and
perspectives.
Students will also learn how to apply
language and structural techniques to
their own writing alongside refining their
basic writing skills, such as punctuation
and paragraphing.
HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
Two exam papers:
Paper 1: Explorations in Creative Reading
and Writing
Paper 2: Writers’ Viewpoints and
Perspectives
Some students will also complete
a Speaking and Listening task (a
presentation followed by a question-andanswer session) which will be awarded a
separate grade (Pass, Merit, Distinction
or Not Classified).

WHERE NEXT?
This qualification will enable students to
access many jobs and courses.
AQA GCSE 8700
QAN 601/4292/3
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PARENTS’
COMMENTS
“Excellent teachers with a great
knowledge of my daughter.
Thank you”
“Very happy with my son’s
progress”
“My daughter is settled and happy
at this sixth form and enjoys her
courses.”
“We are very happy with the
teaching and care shown at
Fakenham Sixth Form … nothing
but good things to say! (ex APHS).”
“My daughter has settled in well
and is happy and doing very well. I
am pleased with her progress and
hope she will do well.”
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DESTINATION OF
STUDENTS
CHARLIE
DE JONG
CLEYNDERT
SCHOOL:
Fakenham Academy
A LEVELS:
Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics and
Extended Project

ALEXANDER
VAN BLERK

CAMERON
BALDOCK

SCHOOL:
Gresham’s School

SCHOOL:
Fakenham Academy

A LEVELS:
Business, Psychology and Sport Studies

A LEVELS:
Biology, Business, Psychology and
Extended Project

PROGRESSION:
Pharmacology, University of East Anglia

PROGRESSION:
Biomedical Sciences, University of York

PROGRESSION:
Business Management, De Montfort University

ALEX
PALMER

ROSA
BETTS

JOE
LEVERETT

SCHOOL:
Fakenham Academy

SCHOOL:
Reepham High School

SCHOOL:
Fakenham Academy

A LEVELS:
Chemistry, Mathematics, Further Mathematics

A LEVELS:
Psychology, Sport Studies and Sociology

PROGRESSION:
Chemical Engineering, Loughborough
University

PROGRESSION:
Sociology and Criminology, University of Essex

A LEVELS:
English Literature, Extended Project, Philosophy
& Ethics, Psychology
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PROGRESSION:
Conservation and Ecology, University of Exeter

KEELY BOWYER
Why did I choose Fakenham Sixth Form?
One of the main reasons I chose to come to
Fakenham Sixth Form is because it is quite small
in comparison to many others in the area. It made
for a much easier transition as I didn’t come from
the local high school. A smaller school meant
smaller class sizes, which makes it easier to
gain more individual attention and support from
teachers, which is something you may not be able
to get at a larger sixth form.
What I value about Fakenham Sixth Form:
I particularly value the teaching at Fakenham
Sixth Form. Teachers are very dedicated to their
subject, and happy to help you both in and out
of class, whether this be privately during or after
class, or in Intervention sessions held during tutor
time. This high level of teaching is paired with the
freedom to work more independently. This allows
a certain level of autonomy during your studies,
allowing you to use your time to how you think
will benefit you the most.
Plans for the future:
After my time at Fakenham Sixth Form, I am
hoping to go to university to explore more into my
interests in Psychology.
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ELLIE ALLEN
Why did I choose Fakenham
Sixth Form?

I chose to come to Fakenham Sixth Form
because it is smaller compared to other
Colleges and Sixth Forms. Coming from
Fakenham Academy I felt that I knew
the teachers and what subjects I really
wanted to study. I am currently studying
BTEC Sport, BTEC Health and Social Care
and Art, all the teachers just want to help
you get the best out of this experience
so that you can achieve the best you can.
As I came from high school I already had
some friends, but I met lots of different
people from different high schools which
I found interesting, which made making
friends easier. As it is small I feel it is
more intimate and more personal as the
teachers are really invested in you. I have
dyslexia and get lots of support from both
my teachers and my peers which is really
nice. Every student is treated the same. It
doesn’t matter if you come from different
high schools, everyone gets a fresh start
and the opportunity to be yourself and
express yourself. This is why I chose to
come to Fakenham Sixth form.
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What I value about Fakenham
Sixth Form:

I value the relationships between students
and staff at Fakenham Sixth Form. All the
staff are so approachable and are there
if you need help. I believe that this is a
good value of Fakenham Sixth Form as the
relationship between staff and students
is professional, but don’t be afraid to ask
for help or guidance when needed. I also
like the extra curricular activities they
offer here, an enrichment programme
where you can do sports, volunteer or
take part in the Duke of Edinburgh award.
You are also supported when organising
Work Experience, such as helping out in
a local school or nursery. Next year I hope
to be able to go on the trip to Krakow to
Auschwitz. Even though I do not study
History I believe that this experience would
be really good. I am also hoping that I
am able to take part in the Gold Duke of
Edinburgh as this would also be a good
experience to do, where I am able to
learn new skills. The level of teaching at
Fakenham Sixth form is really good as you
can have the opportunity to do a different
subject which you may not have been able
to do at GCSE such as Psychology, Film
Studies and more.

Plans for the future:

My plans for the future after I have
completed my A- Levels is to become a
Norland Nanny. These are the best nannies
in the world who look after the high profiled
families in London or across the world. I
have chosen this career pathway because
I really like looking after young children
especially early years. Taking Health and
Social Care I have become really interested
in child development and how different
individuals can impact a child’s progression.
Becoming a Norland Nanny means I will
be able to make a difference and make
a positive impact on a young child’s life. I
would also like to travel the world and learn
about different cultures and ways of life.
I would especially like to go to Australia
or America so that I can learn about their
cultures.

For more information please visit
www.fakenhamsixthform.org.uk
Field Lane, Fakenham
Norfolk NR21 9QT
FAKENHAM
SIXTH FORM

Call 01328 862545
or email sixthform@fakenhamacademy.org

